In 2005, Palla & Baraffe proposed that brown dwarfs (BDs) and very low mass stars (VLMSs; <0.1 solar masses) may be unstable to radial oscillations during the pre-main-sequence deuterium burning phase. With associated periods of 1-4 hours, this potentially new class of pulsation offers unprecedented opportunities to probe the interiors and evolution of low-mass objects in the 1-15 million year age range. Following up on reports of short-period variability in young clusters, we designed a high-cadence photometric monitoring campaign to search for deuterium-burning pulsation among a sample of 348 BDs and VLMSs in the four young clusters σ Orionis, Chamaeleon I, IC 348, and Upper Scorpius. In the resulting light curves we achieved sensitivity to periodic signals of amplitude several millimagnitudes, on timescales from 15 minutes to two weeks. Despite the exquisite data quality, we failed to detect any periodicities below seven hours. We conclude that D-burning pulsations are not able to grow to observable amplitudes in the early pre-main sequence. In spite of the nondetection, we did uncover a rich set of variability behavior-both periodic and aperiodic-on day to week timescales. We present new compilations of variable sources from our sample, as well as three new candidate cluster members in Chamaeleon I.
Investigation of the interiors and evolutionary states of stars has long been a challenging task. Measurements of mass and age rely heavily on theoretical models, many of which require further calibration. This situation has begun to improve dramatically with the rise of asteroseismology. Precision measurements of stellar oscillation frequencies and their differences can furnish ages and masses to better than 10% (e.g., Lebreton & Goupil 2014) , and even internal rotation profiles (e.g., Kurtz et al. 2014 , Beck et al. 2012 .
One of the obvious limitations of asteroseismology is that it applies only to stars that are unstable to pulsation. Traditionally this has omitted most young and lowmass stars. Recently, the first pre-main sequence (PMS) pulsating stars at intermediate masses have been identified and characterized in young open clusters (Zwintz 2008 , Guenther et al. 2009 ). These PMS δ Scuti stars inhabit an instability strip in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram comprising spectral types A to F (M ∼1.5-3 M ⊙ ). Observations of their pulsations have now been used to demonstrate a relationship between oscillation frequencies and evolutionary status (Zwintz et al. 2014) .
For stars less than 1.5 M ⊙ , asteroseismology has yet to yield fruit. Brown dwarfs (BDs) and very low mass stars (VLMSs) have been predicted to undergo a pulsation instability fueled by central deuterium burning (e.g., Palla & Baraffe 2005, hereafter PB05) . The pulsation theory involves destabilization via the epsilon mechanism-a conversion of nuclear energy to kinetic oscillations. In brief, their main predictions are that deuamc@ipac.caltech.edu 1 California Institute of Technology, Department of Astrophysics, MC 249-17, Pasadena, CA 91125 2 Spitzer Science Center, California Institute of Technology, 1200 E California Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91125, USA terium burning brown dwarfs and very low mass stars from ∼0.02 to 0.1M ⊙ will exhibit radial oscillations with periods from one to four hours. The amplitudes are indeterminate, but the PB05 calculations indicate that pulsations will grow exponentially with time if they are not damped in the stellar interior by, e.g., convection. They argue that the mismatch between the pulsation timescale and the convective overturn timescale (∼weeks, apart from the surface layers where it is shorter) rules out the damping scenario. Empirical verification of this instability theory through detection of short-timescale periodic variability presents a new opportunity to probe the interior and surface properties of young low-mass objects. In support of the pulsation hypothesis are several previous claims of short-period variability with reported flux changes at the few to five percent level (e.g., .
To verify or refute these findings, we initiated a pulsation search in the σ Orionis cluster (Cody & Hillenbrand 2010 ), where we encountered over 100 periodic and aperiodic variables. The conclusion of that work was that none of the light curves exhibited behavior consistent with deuterium burning oscillations on fewhour timescales. We now report the result of an expanded campaign in three other young star-forming regions: IC 348, Chamaeleon I, and the Upper Scorpius association. The expanded sample enables better coverage of parameter space in the H-R diagram, as well as improved statistical constraint on pulsation amplitudes. In addition to searching for short-period oscillations, we have also mined these fields for longer timescale variability and new cluster members.
TARGET SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
The prospect of detecting pulsation in young BDs and VLMSs is dependent on the existence of a suitable obser-vational sample with characteristics in the range of the prospective pulsators. Because the pulsation instability strip calculated by PB05 is fairly narrow compared to the characteristic range of luminosities observed in 1-10 Myr clusters, most very low mass members of a young, roughly coeval population may not be expected to pulsate. Yet substantial uncertainties in luminosity estimates and theoretical assumptions preclude determination of exactly which objects should display the phenomenon. To harvest enough candidate pulsators for statistical evaluation, our survey therefore relied on a large sample size. Selection of suitable clusters for the campaign involved two requirements: 1) that the known young member population extend into the substellar regime where pulsation is predicted to occur, and 2) that the members be bright enough for high-precision photometry with telescope apertures of up to a few meters. This limited the cluster distance to 500 pc. The level of extinction in some star-forming regions further restricted the number of available targets.
To assemble a list of pulsation candidates according to the above criteria, we relied on the substantial populations of VLMS and BD deuterium burning objects that have been identified in open clusters and star forming regions. Most cluster surveys to date have selected candidates based on photometric colors and confirmed membership by identifying features of youth (e.g., strong Hα emission or low-gravity lines) in follow-up spectra. However, the rich variety of phenomena in these regions, as traced by x-ray activity, photometric variability, accretion, and circumstellar disk signatures, provides alternative methods for uncovering young stellar and substellar objects. We compiled a list of the young clusters and associations with VLMSs and BDs; the regions chosen for study were σ Orionis, Chamaeleon I, Upper Scorpius and IC 348. Ultimately, our multi-telescope monitoring program covered a significant fraction of the spectroscopically confirmed very low-mass objects in these young star-forming areas. The 1-10 Myr range in median ages of these clusters enables testing the effect of not only mass, but also age, on our results.
To choose specific BDs and VLMSs suitable for the photometric monitoring campaign, we focused on targets with a high probability of exhibiting pulsation, based on position relative to PB05's pulsation instability strip on the H-R diagram. For most of the clusters, it was crucial to optimize the field positions to include as many pulsation candidates as possible. This task was initiated by searching the literature relevant to each of the four chosen clusters for spectral types later than M4 (corresponding to 0.2M ⊙ , and a high likelihood that they are still burning deuterium) as well as established membership, to rule out status as field dwarfs. The collected spectral types and brightnesses were then used to produce H-R diagrams and compare the positions of known BDs and VLMSs with the deuterium-burning instability strip. We detail the selected targets and the suite of observations conducted for each region below; a summary is provided in Table 1 .
σ Orionis
The σ Orionis cluster was our primary target in the search for pulsation, with observations of candidate very-low-mass members in three fields. At approximately 3 Myr of age (Sherry et al. 2008) , it should contain numerous stars and brown dwarfs that are still burning deuterium. Two 20 ′ ×20 ′ fields were initially selected for monitoring with the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory 1.0 m telescope ("CTIO 1.0m") from 2007 December 27 to 2008 January 7 and from 2008 December 14 to 24. We identified VLMSs and BDs in the cluster by mining the works of Béjar et al. (1999) , Béjar et al. (2001) , Barrado y Navascués et al. (2001) , Barrado y Navascués et al. (2003) , Béjar et al. (2004) , Caballero et al. (2004) , Sherry et al. (2004) , , Burningham et al. (2005) , Kenyon et al. (2005) , Franciosini et al. (2006) , Caballero et al. (2007) , Hernández et al. (2007 ), Caballero (2008 , , and Lodieu et al. (2009) ; a total of 153 confirmed and candidate σ Orionis members fell in the two CTIO fields, including 15 spectroscopically confirmed young BDs. Further details on the selection, as well as a full list of objects and an image of the field of view, are provided in Cody & Hillenbrand (2010; hereafter CH10) .
We re-observed a subset of the CTIO targets in the infrared with the Spitzer Space Telescope Warm Mission in 2009, focusing on a set of five confirmed and two candidate BD members of σ Orionis. Also included in the Spitzer 3.6 and 4.5 µm fields were seven additional higher mass (> 0.1M ⊙ ) cluster members. All targets were monitored continuously for a single 24 hour period, at a cadence of ∼30 s. An extensive description of these observations is available in Cody & Hillenbrand (2011) .
Chamaeleon I
Initial target compilation for the Chamaeleon I cluster was based on Luhman's (2007) work, plus additional members from Luhman & Muench (2008) , , and Mužić et al. (2011) . These studies indicate a median age for the cluster of ∼2 Myr, making it slightly younger than σ Orionis, and a prime candidate for the deuterium burning pulsation search. The campaign on Cha I involved observations of a single 20 ′ ×20 ′ field with the CTIO 1.0m from May 13-25, 2008. The field of view (FOV) was selected to maximize the number of BDs monitored and also avoid some of the dense nebulosity in this region; it is displayed in Figure 1 .
From the full source compilation we selected a total of 32 Cha I members for observation, of which 6 have spectral types consistent with substellar status (spectral type M6 and later) and 22 more are likely very low mass stars with (M4 or later). The remaining four are higher mass stars and not expected to pulsate. We have compiled the existing photometric and spectroscopic data on the set of 32 objects, including optical through near-infrared photometry and spectral types, in Table 2. 2.3. IC 348 IC 348 is an appealing target in the search for pulsation, since it is relatively compact (< 1
• square), and its membership is very well characterized , Muench et al. 2007 . At a 2-3 Myr , it is comparable in age to σ Orionis and Cha I. Several previous studies have identified numerous periodic variables, which are presumably the result of rotational modulation of spots (Cohen et al. 2004 , Note. -We list the details of each observing run in the photometric pulsation search. In the last column, lower-case band letters refer to the Sloan (SDSS) system; where R-band (r, R or Cr) observations are listed, there were at most two per night, to assess general colors of objects (but not enough to study variability). Abbreviations are as follows: P60 is the Palomar 60-inch telescope, HST is the Hubble Space Telescope, WFC3 is the Wide-Field Imaging Camera 3, IRAC is the Spitzer Infrared Array Camera. Duty cycle refers to the percentage of each day spent taking exposures (or reading out). Note:
a The two duty cycles listed for the HST run refer to that of a single orbit (images were acquired for 46 of 97 minutes), and that of a single day (visits took place over ∼7 hours, and further observations did not resume until approximately one day later). Note. -Spectral types and i-band magnitudes are from Luhman (2004) and Luhman (2007) ; J, H, and K magnitudes are from 2MASS. Objects with the alternate identification LM04 are from the catalog of Martí et al. (2004) . We observed IC 348 from the ground with the Palomar 60-inch telescope ("P60"; Cenko et al. 2006) and from space using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3). The ∼12 ′ .5 × 12 ′ .5 groundbased field of view encompassed a significant spatial extent within IC 348, including the nebulous region in the cluster center. The WFC3 field is much smaller, with a full field of view of 162 ′′ × 162 ′′ . To maximize the data cadence for HST we opted to observe in the subarray mode, for which only one of two 81 ′′ × 162 ′′ chips was used. Since the ground-based photometry preceded the space observations by more than three years, we were able to select several faint BD pulsation candidates that required photometry at the higher sensitivity levels afforded by HST. Therefore the WFC3 field did not cover an additional region, but rather fell within the previous ground-based FOV, encompassing four BDs and and two VLMSs. Two of these (L761 and L1434) do not have ground-based light curves since they suffered from low signal-to-noise. Both the ground-and space-based fields are illustrated in Figure 2 .
Selection of low-mass IC 348 cluster objects was carried out by considering the spectral types presented by and Luhman et al. (2005) . A total of 194 members fell within the chosen ground-based FOV. However, we did not extract photometry for stars that fell on bad pixel columns, or for some BDs that were too faint for adequate signal to noise. There are also a number of brighter stars within the field for which we did not obtain data since their point-spread functions (PSFs) were saturated and distorted by nebulosity and scattered light within the central region of the cluster where several bright B stars lie. For the pulsation campaign, we ultimately monitored 147 low-mass IC 348 members, including 26 BDs (spectral types M6 or later) and 65 VLMSs (M4-M6). We present a compilation of basic target properties in Tables 3 and 4 . Note. -Identifications beginning with "L" are from the compilation of and references therein, as are the photometry and spectral types. 
Upper Scorpius
The Upper Scorpius (USco) region is one of the most spatially extended young associations, with stars and BDs spread over many tens of degrees on the sky. As a result, few variability studies have been performed here, apart from the work of Slesnick (2008) . It is significantly older than the other three regions studied, with age estimates from 5 to 11 Myr (Preibisch et al. 2002 , Pecaut et al. 2012 . Nevertheless, an examination of the H-R diagram of catalogued low-mass members shows that many objects have temperatures and luminosities overlapping the D-burning instability strip.
Because of the sparseness of this association, it is diffi-cult to obtain data on more than one target at a time. We therefore selected fields carefully to maximize the number of pulsation candidates. We ultimately observed five different fields in Upper Scorpius, including 5 BDs and 11 VLMSs, with identifications and references listed in Table 5 . None of these regions contained any nebulosity. Observations of three of the fields were abbreviated to three nights or less because of weather (the CTIO 1.0 m run), and tracking problems (USco members in the first field chosen for observation with the P60 fell too close to the edge of the detector and tended to wander out of the FOV). The list of dates is provided in Slesnick et al. (2008) 
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
We employed four different telescopes in the search for pulsation, as summarized in Table 1 . An extensive discussion of observations with the Spitzer Space Telescope is provided in Cody & Hillenbrand (2011) ; here we detail the observing set-ups with the other three facilities.
3.1. Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory 1.0m telescope We observed low-mass targets in σ Orionis, Chamaeleon I, and Upper Scorpius with the CTIO 1.0m. The observational set-up and data reduction procedures were the nearly same for all CTIO 1.0m runs, and they are described in detail in CH10. The selected exposure time was 600 seconds for all runs, apart from the first set of observations on σ Orionis members (360 seconds).
The main distinction for the May 2008 observing run (see Table 1 ) was that sky conditions were not photometric, and just over two nights were lost to clouds. In addition, telescope building maintenance caused a new accumulation of dust specks on the detector each night, which resulted in inconsistent sky flatfield acquisition. We acquired dome flatfields at the beginning and end of each night to calibrate out dust "donuts", but these dome flats are known to misrepresent the true pixel sensitivity distribution by up to 10%. Therefore, we carried out flatfielding with sky flats on nights where at least seven were available, and when clouds precluded the acquisition of sky flats, we instead relied on the dome flats but performed an illumination correction using the high signal-to-noise composite provided by P. Massey 2 . We chose exposure times of 240 or 300 seconds in the i ′ band to provide good sensitivity to the faint brown dwarfs without elongating the PSFs too much due to the lack of guiding. The established data reduction pipeline for the P60 performs basic calibrations, including bias subtraction, flatfielding, and fitting of the world coordinate system (Cenko et al. 2006 ). Although we obtained a series of sky flatfields, we determined that the domeflat images used by the pipeline were sufficient to correct interpixel sensitivity variations. Image alignment was also carried out with ease, since an accurate coordinate system was already superimposed on the calibrated images; we used the IRAF task wregister to complete this task.
Palomar 60-inch telescope
3.3. HST We used the HST WFC3 ultraviolet/visible (UVIS) CCD to observe pulsation candidates in IC 348. The UVIS channel is comprised of two chips, each with 4096 × 2051 pixels; since we observed in subarray mode, we used only one of these (UVIS1). Each pixel is ∼ 0.04 ′′ across, for a total subarray field of view of ∼81 ′′ × 162 ′′ . Observations took place from 2011 January 29 to February 4, for just over 7 hours of each day. Although HST is a space observatory, the sun position and other observing constraints resulted in each block of observations ("visit") beginning at roughly the same time every day. Unfortunately much of visit 5 was compromised since the gyroscopic system failed and the field was lost for a number of hours. The viewing limits of HST are such that IC 348 objects may be observed for only 46 minutes of each 97 minute orbit. Therefore we designed exposure times to acquire as many images as possible per orbit, without exceeding the telescope's maximum data downlink rate. These varied among 128, 171, and 192 seconds. All observations were carried out through the F814W filter, which is centered near 8030Å and similar to I band.
HST/WFC3 data are processed by pipeline, which includes standard bias and flatfield calibration, as well as cosmic ray rejection. The MultiDrizzle program corrects for geometric distortion and optimally combines sets of three of four consecutive images, even for undithered data such as ours.
PHOTOMETRY ROUTINES
We performed aperture photometry on our target objects using a variety of aperture sizes and sky annulus widths and radii for background subtraction. Different approaches were chosen to produce ground and spacebased photometry. For the P60 and CTIO 1.0m data, we employed a variable-aperture method to optimize flux measurements in a variety of seeing conditions; see Cody & Hillenbrand (2010) for a description of this technique. Both standard aperture photometry and image subtraction algorithms were tested. Typical apertures were 1-2 times the full width at half maximum (FWHM) PSF size, depending on object brightness, and sky annulus radii from 4.5-6 times the FWHM were used to subtract background. To locate photometric non-variable reference stars, we identified suitable field objects. Typically, we found at least three to four references with photometric stability of several millimagnitudes over the full duration of each run.
For the HST/WFC3 images, apertures were fixed for each target and several different sizes were tested, from 2 to 8 pixels, as were sky annulus radii from 8-12 pixels and 11-16 pixels. Although results did not differ much, the best RMS light curve values were attained with the 6 pixel aperture and the sky annulus extending from 11-16 pixels. Although the Poisson errors are close to 0.001 magnitudes for several targets, the measured RMS light curve spreads are an order of magnitude larger, regardless of the type of photometry employed. This discrepancy suggests that the BDs and VLMSs observed with HST are all intrinsically variable.
The light curves produced for all fields were exclusively differential, since our primary interest in short-term flux variations makes photometric zero points irrelevant. By eye, the resulting time series from all telescopes display copious periodic and erratic variability, the latter of which is likely associated with accretion and circumstellar processes (see CH10 and the Appendix). To evaluate the performance of our photometric routines, we omitted variables with RMS values of more than three standard deviations above the median trend as a function of magnitude. Careful attention to ground-based reduction procedures enabled us to reach a floor of several millimagmitude photometry at the bright end, comparable to the performance from the space observatories. In general, signal-to-noise, and hence photometric performance, decreased into the brown dwarf regime. We provide details on the data quality for individual clusters below in Section 5.
The final light curves were cleansed of artificial variability caused by, e.g., crossings of bad pixel columns and detector malfunctions. In the case of Cha I, a number of reference stars were unavailable on the first night of the run, since the two bottom quadrants of the Y4KCam CCD had failed. Not counting the first night, most Cha I light curves had 278 datapoints for the entire run. To recover additional photometry on the first night for stars in the top of the FOV, we performed image subtraction, which does not rely on reference stars. This resulted in an additional 26 datapoints for about half the targets. Light curves for the other clusters contained between 31 and 528 points.
PERIODIC VARIABILITY CHARACTERIZATION
Our main aim in analyzing the light curves of low-mass cluster members was to search for periodicities on the 1-4-hour timescales predicted for deuterium-burning instability. We produced Fourier transform periodograms (Deeming 1975) , which display the amplitude of periodic signals as a function of frequency in units of cycles per day (cd −1 ), along with the spectrum of noise in the light curve. Examples are displayed in Figure 3 . We find that most display an exponential rise toward low frequencies, indicative of systematic effects (both nightto-night photometry shifts and intrinsic aperiodic stellar variability) on >1 day timescales in the light curve. Each periodogram is computed from a lower bound of 1/T , where T is the total duration of observations, up to the Nyquist limit, or one half of the sampling rate (typically ∼70 cd −1 ). True periodicities appear as localized peaks in the periodogram, and we identify them as statistically significant if they rise higher than a factor of 4.0 times the surrounding local noise level (see CH10 for further discussion on this requirement). We determine the noise profile by fitting a curve of form A/(f + B) + C curve to the periodogram values as a function of frequency, f , with constants A, B, and C. This is displayed as the red curves in Figure 3 and confirms that the minimum detectable variability level at low frequencies is somewhat larger than amplitudes observable at higher frequencies (i.e., shorter timescales).
We searched for periodicities in the periodograms corresponding to each light curve, paying particular attention to the 5-25 cd −1 range (i.e., periods of 1-4.8 h) predicted for deuterium burning pulsation. If a period was found, we then removed the best-fit trend (based on multi-sine fits with the program Period04; Lenz & Breger 2005) to produce a pre-whitened light curve. The search for few-hour periodicities was then carried out on this residual. Fig. 3 .-Example periodograms for bright (top row) and faint objects (bottom row), for data acquired from each telescope involved in the pulsation search. Vertical dashed lines indicated the region of frequency space (∼5-25 cd −1 ) where pulsation is predicted. Solid red curves mark 1/f profile fits to the noise level. The upward trends toward low frequency are generally due to intrinsic variability on >1 day timescales. Dashed red curves are four times the noise level, which is our adopted limit for detection of significant signals. The prominent set of peaks between 10 and 20 cd −1 in the periodogram of L350 are aliases due to the 97 minute orbital period of HST.
All targets were subjected to periodogram analysis. As a separate exercise, aperiodic variables were also identified; these "contaminants" are discussed in the Appendix. In the following sections, we describe the results of our period searches in each of the σ Orionis, Cha I, IC 348, and Upper Scorpius regions.
σ Orionis
With two nearly two-week observing campaigns on the CTIO 1.0m telescope, we monitored over 150 VLMSs and BDs in the σ Orionis cluster. As detailed in CH10, we identified 38 periodically variable confirmed cluster members, along with 27 periodically variable candidate members. However, all but one of these variables had periods greater than 8 hours. The remaining single object (2MASS J053825570248370) had a period of 7.2 hours. This lack of detections in the 1-4 hour range was despite sensitivity to periods as short as 15 minutes, and amplitudes as low as several millimagnitudes down to a magnitude of I=17 (and as low as 1 mmag at I=14). We therefore concluded that there are no signs of deuteriumburning pulsation in our σ Ori dataset. The full compilation of periodic variables, their phased light curves, and discussion of detection limits appears in CH10.
Chamaeleon I
Using data from the CTIO 1.0m telescope, we produced and analyzed light curves for all 32 observed BD and VLMS members of the Cha I cluster. In the interest of fully mining the dataset and potentially identifying new cluster members, we additionally performed photometry on all 1548 objects in the Cha I field that were bright enough for detection in individual Y4KCam images (i 22).
These additional light curves enabled an assessment of the photometric noise as a function of magnitude, as shown in Figure 4 . We have fit a trend to the cluster non-members, based on the expectations for Poisson and sky noise. Using the fit values as an indication of the magnitude-dependent photometric uncertainty, we have then selected variable objects via the χ 2 test. The full collection of these light curves is presented and discussed in the Appendix. The floor of the RMS distribution reaches ∼3 mmag at an I-band magnitude of 14, as shown in Figure 4 . Objects with I < 17 display a photometric precision of 1% or better.
For each object in the sample, we carefully analyzed the periodograms for signs of periodicities on the few-hour timescales predicted for D-burning pulsation. Among the known cluster members, only four stars have estimated masses above ∼0.4 M ⊙ , and so most are candidates for the instability.
Based on the observing cadence of 600s, we are sensitive to periodic signals with frequencies as high as 72 cd −1 (i.e., P =20 minutes). The majority of light curves contain low-frequency variations, most of which are due to intrinsic erratic variability; these shape the exponential rise in periodogram amplitude at <1 cd −1 . Despite sensitivity to few-millimagnitude levels, we do not find any evidence for variability with periods less than 16 hours, apart from one field object that appears Fig. 4 .-RMS spread of light curves over the 13-night duration of the Cha I observations, for periodic (blue) and aperiodic (green) variables. Confirmed cluster members appear as red circles. We plot the estimated total contributions from Poisson, mean sky level, and systematic noise, shifted upward by 0.24 dex so as to match the median of the data (lower solid line). The curve corresponding to 99% probability of variability detection via the χ 2 test appears above this.
to be a main sequence pulsator 3 . A few periodograms display low-level signals in the range where pulsation is expected, but none of these meet the 99% significance level criteria, and we find most to be aperiodic variables.
Furthermore, the light curves do not show clean trends when phased to these periods. We conclude that none of the 32 very low mass objects in the Cha I sample are periodic on 1-5 hour timescales, at least at or above the amplitude levels probed by the data.
On longer timescales, the final sample of variables contains 12 periodic objects in Cha I with clear variability. Observed and phased light curves for the cluster members among these are presented in Figure 5 . We also identified periodic behavior among eight additional objects of unknown membership status. In most of these cases, the light curve shapes are characteristic of field pulsators or eclipsing binaries, and blue colors suggest locations in the background field. However, two relatively red objects with sinusoidal light curves may be bona fide Cha I members (2MASS J11073302-7728277 and 2MASS J11122675-7735183). The former (also known as CHXR 25) was classified by Luhman (2007) as a field dwarf, while the latter has no previous literature and would benefit from spectroscopic follow-up. The light curves for these new Cha I candidates are presented in Figure 6 .
The measured properties for all variable sources in Cha I are listed in Table 6 . This includes the aperiodic variables uncovered with the χ 2 test, as discussed in the Appendix. Of note, few Cha I members have been photometrically monitored previously, apart from a sample of 10 BDs and VLMSs presented by Joergens et al. (2003) . Of the five with periods reported in that work, none are redetected as periodic variables here. The star 2MASS J11105665-7733557 has a period of 3.3 hours and amplitude 0.12 magnitudes in the I band. However, its nearinfrared colors lie well blueward of the young cluster sequence, implying that it is not a Cha I member Note. -We list objects in the Cha I field with detected variability. "A" corresponds to aperiodic variability, while "P" is for periodic variability. The values listed in column 4 are either the half amplitude for periodic sources or the peak-to-peak amplitude for aperiodic sources. In column 5 we provide the RMS light curve spreads in I-band magnitudes. The disk column indicates whether mid-infrared Spitzer data exhibits an excess; "-" indicates a lack of Spitzer photometry. Membership is based on previous censuses of Cha I; non-members ("N") have colors that are inconsistent with a position above the main sequence. "M" indicates a possible new cluster member based on the detected variability.
IC 348
In IC 348 the photometry includes only known cluster members, since high extinction in the region blocks our view of most background field stars. We were therefore unable to perform a full assessment of photometric precision based on non-variable field stars. However, a plot of RMS light curves values versus magnitude (shown in Figure 7 ) provides a rough estimate of the performance for our P60 dataset. Over the course of a single night, we reach a precision of ∼2 millimagnitudes at I=13, and better than 0.01 magnitudes down to I ∼ 17. The RMS values measured over the entire week-long duration of the light curves show considerably higher spreads in photometry, ∼ 1% or higher in most light curves. We attribute much of this to intrinsic variation of the stars on >1 day timescales.
We performed a period search analysis on all IC 348 cluster members observed with the P60 and HST. For the former, we are sensitive to periodicities on timescales from approximately 9 minutes to 12 days (resulting from a cadence of 270s). Since we did not obtain data every night, our sensitivity to periods of more than a few days is highly non-uniform. We therefore focused on the short periods predicted for D-burning pulsation.
We generated periodograms from the light curves of all 147 unsaturated objects in the ground-based P60 field, including 91 BDs and VLMSs. A large fraction of these display variability by eye, much of which is erratic and dominated by low-frequency behavior. It is thus not surprising that many of the periodograms display excess power around 5-10 cd −1 , which we attribute to aliasing, based on the window function, which shows a series of peaks centered around 8 cd −1 . Further support for the spurious nature of these signals is that they do not reach the 99% significance level, and no coherent periodicity emerges when the light curve is phased.
In some cases, an obvious and statistically significant periodicity did appear on timescales of one day or more, suggesting rotation. When this occurred, we fit the overall trend and removed it from the light curve before searching for shorter timescale pulsation signals. In none of the IC 348 light curves did we uncover significant periodicities on the 1-5 hour timescales indicative of pulsation.
Similar to the ground-based monitoring data, the HST time series are subject to aliasing. This effect is associated with the 97-minute orbital timescales and is seen prominently in the periodogram of object L350, shown in Figure 3 . Omitting the frequency regions subject to aliasing, we have again searched for periodicities on 1-5 hour timescales, in hopes of detecting pulsation. In general, we find that the periodogram values are consistent with noise at the 1-5 millimagnitude level in the frequency range of interest (5-25 cd −1 ). Two exceptions in the HST dataset are the IC 348 brown dwarfs L761 and L1434. The former is periodically variable, as shown in Fig. 8 . The period of 0.6 days is consistent with rotational modulation by one or more spots on its surface. L1434 is also variable (see Figure 9 ), but we are unable to determine whether it is periodic without a longer duration dataset.
Upper Scorpius
As with the other young star regions, we produced discrete Fourier transforms to search for periodicities on a variety of timescales in Upper Scorpius. Targets here were observed during a number of runs (see Table 1 ), and we are sensitive to periodicities as short as 10 minutes in each of these datasets. The longest period detectable varies with the length of each observing run and ranges from less than two days to 16 days. Since some of the runs only had six or fewer total nights, the associated periodograms have lower frequency resolution than the datasets on other clusters, and the search for periodicities is more susceptible to systematic effects. While some of the objects display variability on night-to-night timescales, we cannot accurately quantify all possible periodicities. We therefore focused exclusively on the search for pulsation at 1-5 hour periods. Detection of signals in this period range is feasible given the number of datapoints (30-550, depending on the run) and the fairly low photometric uncertainties of the brown dwarfs (1-3%).
We find that the data generally have sensitivity to signals in the few millimagnitude to 0.01 magnitude amplitude range. Despite this, none of the objects in USco showed significant periodic variability. However, the light curves of a few displayed night-to-night variations that may be indicative of accretion or variable circumstellar extinction.
NON-DETECTION OF THE DEUTERIUM BURNING INSTABILITY
With no periodicities observed in the 1-4 hour range for any of the clusters monitored, we now consider the implications of our non-detections. In each region, we assess the set of temperatures and luminosities in relation to the deuterium burning instability strip on the H-R diagram. The number of objects on or near the theoretically predicted region then sets the probability of detection, or lack thereof.
In σ Orionis, our search for signs of deuterium burning oscillations among members was carried out with the CTIO 1.0m and Spitzer telescopes, as detailed in Cody & Hillenbrand (2010) and Cody & Hillenbrand (2011) , respectively. Within the uncertainties of cluster membership verification, there were approximately 40 objects with masses less than ∼0.1 M ⊙ . Of these, of order 15 had temperatures and luminosities overlapping the instability strip. We present the H-R diagram of observed Ori objects with available spectral types, for a distance of 440 pc, in Figure 10 .
Our failure to detect short-period variability in σ Ori is inconsistent with the predictions of PB05, a conclusion we further quantify in the next section. It is also at odds with previous reports of short-period variability in young brown dwarfs observed by and Zapatero .
Prior evidence for short-timescale variability was weaker (or non-existent) in the other three clusters. To assess prospects for pulsation here, we performed the same H-R diagram evaluation as done for σ Ori. In Cha I, four objects in our sample fall squarely on the instability strip when we convert spectral types to temperatures using the scale of . A further 24 have spectral types later than M4 and therefore may be -RMS spread of light curves for sources in IC 348, as measured over the course of a single night. All plotted objects are confirmed cluster members. We show the estimated total contributions (solid line) from Poisson, mean sky level, and systematic noise. The upper solid curve corresponds to an estimate for 99% probability of variability detection. There is no clear boundary between variable and non-variable sources here, unlike in Figure 4 , which contains a mix of young cluster members and field stars. burning deuterium and subject to pulsation. We plot the full sample of Cha I members in our field on the H-R diagram in Figure 10 .
To estimate the number of our IC 348 targets that should be susceptible to the D-burning instability, we have plotted their positions on the H-R diagrams in Figure 10 , assuming a distance of 316 pc. Many objects overlap the predicted D-burning pulsation strip. We also present the H-R diagram of observed USco objects in Figure 10 . Of the 17 very low mass USco members observed, one lies squarely on the instability strip: SCH J16173105-20504715. However, its periodogram does not exhibit any significant signals in the region expected for pulsation.
A number of other targets could lie on the strip if their 1-σ temperature and luminosity errors are considered, and this is true for each of the clusters examined. Below, we will use these uncertainties to assess the statistic likelihood of failing to observe pulsation in the overall monitoring dataset.
Statistical evaluation of pulsation probabilities
We uncovered many cases of periodic variability in the collected time series, over a wide range of timescales. Our detection of both rotation on ∼1-3 day timescales in young cluster members and variability on hour timescales in background field pulsators and eclipsing binaries shows that our period detection algorithms are robust. Yet in the search for deuterium-burning pulsation, the data unanimously point to one conclusion: this instability is not present in young BDs and VLMSs above an amplitude of several millimagnitudes in the I band.
One might argue that objects in our dataset simply do not exhibit pulsation because they are not situated on the H-R diagram instability strip. However, the large sample size makes this possibility highly unlikely. To show how improbable the chances are that none of our sample have H-R diagram positions overlapping the instability strip, we consider temperature-luminosity probability distributions for each object. We take these to be two-dimensional asymmetric Gaussians, normalized and centered at the adopted luminosities and temperatures. The Gaussian widths are given by the associated 1-σ uncertainties, which are shown in the H-R diagrams in Figure 10 . The position of each target then corresponds to a probability that it is susceptible to pulsation, which we determine by integrating its distribution over the entire region of the instability strip. For objects on or very close to the strip, this value is at least ∼20-25%, whereas for the higher mass stars far from the strip it is close to zero. The probability that the position of a given object does not overlap with the instability strip is then 1.0 minus this quantity. The product of these values over all targets provides an estimate of the chance that no pulsators would be present in our sample.
We have performed this exercise for each of the clusters observed, and for alternate distances in cases where there is more than one possible value (IC 348 and σ Ori). Baraffe et al. (2003) , and L S is the solar luminosity. At upper left is σ Orionis, with an assumed distance of 440 pc; at upper right is Cha I (d ∼ 160 pc). At lower left is IC 348, with an assumed distance of 316 pc; at lower right is Upper Scorpius (d ∼ 145 pc). Many of the observed objects appear to lie directly on the strip, and many others have a non-negligible probability of lying on it given their H-R diagram errors.
Since the instability strip runs nearly along isochrones and varies slowly in luminosity, changes in the adopted distance can have a significant impact on the number of objects expected to pulsate. We take all possibilities into consideration.
In Cha I, we determined an expectation value of 3-4 objects on the strip and find a probability of 0.015 that no object positions actually overlap it. Turning this number around, there is a nearly 99% chance that at least one object should exhibit pulsation based on its position within the instability strip, assuming that the theoretical calculations underpinning it (PB05) do not suffer from gross systematic errors. Likewise in Cody & Hillenbrand (2011) , we found a 70-80% chance that at least one of our σ Ori targets observed in the infrared with Spitzer should exhibit pulsation. This is in contrast to the lack of short period variability in that dataset.
USco does not have many targets overlapping the instability strip, and therefore the expectation is for only 1 or 2 objects to lie directly on it. In this region, we find a non-negligible probability of 0.22 that our sample did not include any pulsation candidates. For IC 348, on the other hand, we expect ∼11 objects on the strip and find a probability of 4×10 −6 that none are actually on it. This is assuming a distance of 316 pc Herbig (1998) . If we instead assume a lower distance of 260 pc based on Hipparcos parallaxes (Scholz et al. 1999) , then the expectation is similar: nine objects on the strip and a probability of 5×10 −5 that none are on it. Finally, we have computed probabilities for σ Ori. The precise number of pulsation candidates depends on the adopted distance, which is debated to be either 350
pc, based on the Hipparcos parallax of σ Ori AB, or 440 +30 −30 from main sequence fitting (Sherry et al. 2008) . Assuming a cluster distance of 440 pc (Sherry et al. 2008) we find that at least 4 targets are expected to be on the strip, with at most a 0.02 chance that none are. Substituting the alternate distance of 350 pc, we find nearly the same values (3, 0.06). The probabilities are upper limits since we do not have spectral types for part of the σ Ori sample and hence cannot reliably place these objects on the H-R diagram.
In conclusion, we expect with high confidence to have observed deuterium-burning oscillations if it is present at observable amplitudes. We now quantify the overall detection limits by considering the power-law fit to the periodograms of each observed young cluster member. These curves, of form A/(f + B) + C for frequency f and constants A, B, and C, trace out the noise level as a function of frequency (see Figure 3) . For each object analyzed, we take the fit values at 5 cd −1 (∼5 hours) and 25 cd −1 (∼1 hour) as representative of the 1-σ level above which no pulsation is observed. We display these values as a function of object magnitude in Figure 11 to illustrate the collective limit imposed by our entire dataset.
The median amplitude limit is several millimagnitudes. Objects with high-amplitude aperiodic variability (see the Appendix) are exceptions, as they have excess periodogram noise which is intrinsic. The rest of our targets, however, have maximum amplitudes in the periodogram of at most 0.002 to 0.004 magnitudes. This represents the threshold above which we detect no periodicities. We conclude that if deuterium-burning pulsation is present in any of our sources, then its amplitude must be below this level.
CONCLUSION
Despite exquisite photometric sensitivity, we have not detected signs of short-period variations in any of our young BD and VLMS targets. Although the theory of PB05 does not preclude very low amplitudes, we suspect that the failure to find pulsation is indicative of a physical damping mechanism operating within these objects. The convective timescale is over two orders of magnitude longer than the pulsation timescale, but it becomes quite short near the (sub)stellar surface layers. Neglect of the energy exchange between pulsation and convection may have led to overly optimistic predictions of mode amplitude growth. Indeed, models of this interaction in other types of stars have recently shown that convection can quench pulsation under some circumstances (Gastine & Dintrans 2011) .
To continue the search for pulsation and probe to lower amplitudes, future campaigns will need to produce extraordinarily high precision photometry. Data of this quality is available through the CoRoT mission, but only for stars brighter than ∼15th magnitude in the optical in the NGC 2264 cluster. K2, the successor mission to Kepler shows further promise as it will provide exquisite monitoring on hundreds of Upper Scorpius members. Based on the position of the instability strip, we would expect pulsating objects to have magnitudes of ∼14 and fainter. While in general the limits are quite low-in the millimagnitude range-there is a large population of outliers in which high-amplitude intrinsic aperiodic introduced significant power into the higher frequency regions of the periodogram.
APPENDIX

CONTAMINATION BY APERIODIC VARIABILITY
In searching for periodicities among our young cluster targets, we encountered a number of light curves with RMS values well above the median for field objects of similar magnitude. This aperiodic variability introduces low-frequency noise into the periodograms and raises the threshold over which we can detect pulsation signals. While this behavior may "contaminate" the pulsation search, it is interesting in its own right, as it offers insights into accretion and disk properties. We have assembled a collection of aperiodic variables in each of the clusters apart from USco, which did not have a sufficient sample size to mine non-periodic variables.
In general, we used plots of light curve RMS versus magnitude (e.g., Figures 4 and 7 ) to select objects with variability at the 99% confidence level (see CH10 Section 6 for a full description of detection procedures). In σ Ori we uncovered 42 aperiodic variables with amplitudes from a few percent up to a full magnitude. Combining these with the periodically variable objects in that cluster, we found a total variable fraction of 69% for σ Ori members (CH10).
Using the same detection approach in the Cha I field, we found 13 aperiodic variables, all but one of which are confirmed cluster members. The remaining object, 2MASS J11122971-7731045, has peak-to-peak variations of just over 0.1 magnitudes in the I band. We provide the list of aperiodic variables in Table 6 , and show their RMS values in Figure 4 . Their light curves are provided in Figure 12 . Of note, three stars previously listed as periodic (Joergens et al. 2003) appear to be aperiodic, since they are detected as variable based on light curve RMS but do not show distinct signals in their periodograms. These are 2MASS J11085421-7732115 (CHXR 78C), 2MASS J11075225-7736569 (Cha Hα 3), and 2MASS J11083952-7734166 (Cha Hα 6).
In the Cha I sample, the total variability fraction (including periodic objects) is between 53 and 69%, depending on the membership status of several newly identified variable stars. This is statistically comparable to the fraction found in σ Ori (CH10). The Cha I variability classification is divided into roughly equal proportions of periodic and aperiodic objects. Among the eight variables with no prior membership information, five have light curves and colors characteristic of field eclipsing binaries or pulsators. Three may be new members, and we note these in Table 6 .
In the IC 348 sample, there were no non-variable field stars available for determination of the photometric uncertainty as a function of magnitude. As a result, we could not calculate accurate χ 2 values for the light curves from this cluster. However, a rough cut-off for RMS values indicative of variability (i.e., upper line in Figure 7) suggests that there are a number high-amplitude variables. We examined the light curves of objects above the upper curve in Figure 7 and removed from consideration those for which artificial systematic effects (i.e., tracking and flatfielding errors) appeared to cause a high RMS. We are left with nine IC 348 objects with strong variability; these light curves are depicted in Figure 13 . Their identification numbers, from , are provided above each panel.
Beyond identification of the aperiodic variables in our dataset, we can assess correlations between their flux behavior and the presence of circumstellar disks. We cross-referenced our photometric samples in σ Ori and Cha I with those of , , and Luhman & Muench (2008) , which provide Spitzer Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; 3.6-8.0 µm) and in some cases Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; 24 µm) photometry. In σ Ori, we find that 133 of 153 confirmed or candidate members in our time series dataset have Spitzer photometry, including 57 of 65 cluster periodic variables. For the Cha I sample, all 37 cluster members monitored in the i band have available IRAC measurements, and in many cases, MIPS data in addition. While there is Spitzer data available for the IC 348 cluster as well, we have not included it in the analysis here since extensive comparison of photometric periods with infrared excess was already carried out by . Furthermore, our own IC 348 photometry is difficult to cleanly separate into the periodic and aperiodic categories due to the systematics resulting from the lack of tracking on the P60 telescope.
We display in Figure 14 the distribution of Spitzer/IRAC 3.6-8.0 µm colors for all objects in our Cha I dataset with available infrared photometry; the equivalent plot for σ Orionis is shown in Figure 13 of CH10. As seen in these diagrams, the samples split relatively cleanly into two groups, with the narrower blue sequence near In total, we identify 21 disk-bearing Cha I members with both photometry from our campaign and Spitzer colors indicative of disks. The resulting disk fraction in our sample is 57±9%. We find that our disk identification is entirely consistent with that of and Luhman & Muench (2008) (based on the same Spitzer data). The full listing of disk classifications is provided in Table 6 .
In Figure 14 we have distinguished variable objects (blue for periodic; green for aperiodic) from the nonvariables (white) in the Spitzer/IRAC color-magnitude diagram. In the small Cha I sample, none of the periodic variables has an infrared excess suggestive of a disk. As was the case with σ Orionis (CH10), we can associate disks with the majority of aperiodic variables in our sample and lack of a disk with most of the periodic variables. But a number of objects do not fit these scenarios.
Five Cha I members display aperiodic variability but no sign of infrared excess in the Spitzer data. This curious small population of objects with RMS values (∼0.01-0.03 magnitudes) much lower than the other aperiodic variables and have Hα pEW and [3.6]-[8.0] values suggesting absence of accretion or an associated disk. In addition to light curves in which variability is clearly obvious by eye, these objects have χ 2 values high enough that their status as variables is not in doubt. All but one have χ 2 > 4.5, or less than 10 −5 probability that the Table 6 ; 2MASS J11122971-7731045 is a new Cha I candidate. light curve trends arose by chance; the remaining object (2MASS J05383922-0253084) has a χ 2 value of 2.85, or an estimated 0.4% probability that its light curve behavior is explained by noise. We show in Figure 15 the RMS and infrared colors for Cha I members; Figure 15 of CH10 illustrates another such cluster of low-amplitude aperiodic variables with no signs of circumstellar disks.
A similar phenomenon was observed in the IC 348 cluster, in which a number of weak T Tauri stars (i.e., weak Hα) were found to be erratic variables by . These results bring into question our ability to determine which cluster members are truly surrounded by disk material, which ultimately affects the analysis of rotation and possible disk locking. It appears from these light curves that a percentage of young objects retain enough gas and/or dust beyond the time that we would expect their disks to be fully cleared based on infrared observations. Alternatively, we may be viewing rapid evolution of magnetic spot features on the stellar surface. Table 3 . 
